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Endogenous circadian clocks are synchronized to the 24-h day by external zeitgebers such as daily light and temperature cycles. Bumblebee foragers show diurnal rhythms under daily light-dark cycles and short-period free-running circadian rhythms in constant light conditions in the laboratory. In contrast, during the continuous light conditions of the arctic summer, they show robust 24-h rhythms in their foraging patterns, meaning that some external zeitgeber must entrain their circadian clocks in the presence of constant light. Although the sun stays above the horizon for weeks during the arctic summer, the light quality, especially in the ultraviolet (UV) range, exhibits pronounced daily changes. Since the photoreceptors and photopigments that synchronize the circadian system of bees are not known, we tested if the circadian clocks of bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) can be entrained by daily cycles in UV light levels. Bumblebee colonies were set up in the laboratory and exposed to 12 h:12 h UV + :UV− cycles in otherwise continuous lighting conditions by placing UV filters on their foraging arenas for 12 h each day. The activity patterns of individual bees were recorded using fully automatic radiofrequency identification (RFID). We found that colonies manipulated in such a way showed synchronized 24-h rhythms, whereas simultaneously tested control colonies with no variation in UV light levels showed free-running rhythms instead. The results of our study show that bumblebee circadian rhythms can indeed be synchronized by daily cycles in ambient light spectral composition. (Author correspondence: r.stanewsky@qmul.ac.uk)
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INTRODUCTION

Endogenous molecular clocks are responsible for the behavioral and physiological rhythms that can be observed in many different organisms (Bell-Pedersen et al., 2005; Young & Kay, 2001). In nature, these clocks are normally synchronized to the 24-h day via external cues, or zeitgebers, such as daily light-dark changes and corresponding temperature cycles, but they are also able to sustain self-contained rhythms in constant laboratory conditions (Aschoff, 1979; Glaser & Stanewsky, 2005). However, under such “free-running” conditions, clocks reveal their endogenous circadian period length (τ), which is usually slightly shorter or longer than 24 h.

The molecular mechanisms underlying these internal rhythms and their entrainment by external cues are best understood in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Helfrich-Förster, 2005; Rosato et al., 2006; Stanewsky, 2002). Photic entrainment in Drosophila is largely accomplished by the flavoprotein cryptochrome (dCRY), which acts as a circadian photoreceptor (Emery et al., 1998, 2000b; Stanewsky et al., 1998). As long as a fly is exposed to light, dCRY inhibits the start of a new cycle of the molecular clock in a light-dependent manner, resulting in arrhythmic behavior of Drosophila in constant continuous light conditions (LL) (Emery et al., 2000a; Helfrich-Förster, 2002; Konopka et al., 1989; Stanewsky, 2002).

In contrast to Drosophila, honeybees (Apis mellifera) and bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) stay rhythmic in LL and show free-running circadian rhythms under such conditions (Frisch & Aschoff, 1987; Moore & Rankin, 1985; Spangler, 1972; Stelzer et al., 2010b). These findings suggest that cryptochrome is not responsible for the photic entrainment of their clocks. The decoding of the honeybee genome revealed that honeybees do have a cryptochrome gene, but in contrast to Drosophila it encodes a more vertebrate-like protein (CRY2), which—again in contrast to dCRY—is not photosensitive (Rubin et al., 2006; Yuan et al., 2007). Thus, CRY2 might be required for a working clock in bees, most likely as a transcriptional repressor. The question of how light synchronizes the circadian system of bees remains unanswered (Yuan et al., 2007).
A recent field study in the Arctic found that bumblebees show robust diurnal 24-h rhythms in their foraging patterns during the arctic summer (Stelzer & Chittka, 2010). Despite the fact that bright daylight is available for 24 h for several weeks during the arctic summer season, the workers displayed no foraging activity between 23:00 and 08:00, which indicates that some external zeitgeber must have entrained their molecular clocks. In addition to cues such as daily cycles in light intensity and the corresponding temperature changes, daily cycles in light quality, especially in the ultraviolet (UV) range, could also be decisive. Like other bees, bumblebees are UV-blue-green trichromats, meaning that they can see UV light (Chittka, 1996; Kevan et al., 2001; Peitsch et al., 1992; Skorupski et al., 2007). Bees use UV light for a variety of tasks. Many flowers, for example, have UV-reflecting parts, which bees use for flower detection and discrimination (Chittka & Raine, 2006; Daumer, 1958; Spaethe et al., 2001). Furthermore, the pattern of polarized light in the UV range allows bees to orientate themselves and to navigate between the nest and flower patches, even when the sun is not visible during cloudy days (von Frisch, 1949; Wehner, 1984). Thus UV perception plays a key role in bees.

Levels of UV radiation drop drastically during arctic summer nights. Although the sun always remains above the horizon during the arctic summer, its altitude during the night can be very low. The lower the solar altitude, the lower is the UV radiation that reaches the Earth, since the distance the sun light needs to travel through the atmosphere before it reaches the Earth’s surface is longer and thus a higher level of UV radiation is absorbed and scattered by ozone, water vapor, and other atmospheric components (Gates, 1966). This results in significant daily changes of available UV levels, which are more pronounced than the corresponding daily changes in absolute light intensity (Krüll, 1976) and might therefore be able to trigger rhythmic wavelength-dependent behavior (Hut et al., 2000; Krüll, 1976; Nuboer et al., 1983; Pohl, 1999; Stelzer & Chittka, 2010). A new photoreceptor organ that expresses UV-sensitive opsins has recently been discovered in bumblebees in a brain area that has been associated with circadian clock activity in other insects (Spaethe & Briscoe, 2005). It is therefore possible that the molecular clock of bumblebees can be entrained by daily cycles in UV radiation levels, which could explain the robust diurnal rhythms in their foraging patterns observed during the arctic summer (Stelzer & Chittka, 2010). Spectral cues have recently been to control circadian activity patterns in fish (Pauers et al., 2012), and UV-light cycles have repeatedly been shown to play an important role in the entrainment of the rodent circadian pacemaker (van Oosterhout et al., 2012).

To test the role of such cues for bumblebee circadian rhythms, the foraging patterns of the species *Bombus terrestris* were observed in the laboratory under continuous light conditions, with UV light being available only for 12 h each day. During the other 12 h, UV light was blocked from entering the foraging arenas by placing UV-absorbing filters on top of them. The results indicate that daily changes in light quality are indeed able to entrain the circadian clocks of bumblebees.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experimental protocols used in this study are conform with the international ethical standards (Portuluppi et al., 2010).

#### Experimental Colonies

We tested 10 *Bombus terrestris* colonies, 6 using radiofrequency identification (RFID) tagging and 4 using an infrared (IR) light barrier placed at the entry tunnel to the nest box. All 10 colonies were obtained from a commercial breeder (Syngenta Bioline Bees, Weert, The Netherlands) shortly before they were used. Each colony contained between 50 and 80 workers and a queen upon arrival. The colonies were transferred into bipartite plywood nest boxes (28 cm × 16 cm × 11 cm) shortly after arrival. The nest boxes had small mesh-covered holes (ø = 2 cm) in their side walls to allow for ventilation. The boxes were connected to foraging arenas (60 cm × 40 cm × 30 cm) via a transparent Plexiglas tunnel (Chittka & Thomson, 1997). All experiments were performed in windowless rooms.

#### Monitoring Circadian Rhythms With Radiofrequency Technology

The RFID experiments were split into two blocks (A and B). In each block three colonies were tested simultaneously (A1 to A3 and B1 to B3, respectively). During the experiments, the bees were fed on 50% sucrose solution (v/v) provided ad libitum through standard birdage feeders/fountains (fountain and feeder 5415; TRIXI Heimtierbedarf, Tarp, Germany) mounted to the outside walls of the arenas (Stelzer et al., 2010b). Thus, the feeders could be refilled without disturbing the bees. The foragers were able to reach the feeders either by flying or by walking up the arena wall. Two of these feeders were attached to every arena. Pollen was provided directly into the nest box every other day at random times of day to avoid it becoming a temporal cue for the bees.

Illumination was provided by high-frequency lighting (TMS 24F lamps with HF-B 236 TLD [4.3 kHz] ballasts; Philips, xx, The Netherlands). A single fitting for two tubes held one Activa daylight fluorescent tube (Osram, Germany) and one UV blacklight fluorescent tube (58 W; BLT Direct, xx, UK). Light intensities in the four foraging arenas varied between 2168 and 2435 lux (measured at the bottom of the foraging arenas using a PCE-L335 Lux Meter; PCE Group, Meschede, Germany). The occasions when a researcher entered the experimental room, to feed the bees and download the data from the RFID readers (see below), were reduced to an absolute minimum (once or twice a day...
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FIGURE 1. Mean hourly ambient temperature (°C) in the experimental room during the RFID experiments in block A and block B. Temperature fluctuations varied between 7°C and 2.0°C (mean: 1.1°C ± .2°C) in block A and between 4°C and 1.5°C (mean: .9°C ± .3°C) in block B.

at random, except when the filters needed to be changed at certain times).

To monitor the complete foraging activity of individual bees, radiofrequency identification (RFID) was used (Molet et al., 2008; Stelzer & Chittka, 2010; Stelzer et al., 2010a, 2010b, 2003). Small RFID tags (1.0 mm × 1.6 mm × .5 mm; mic3-TAG 64 bit RO, iID2000, 13.56 MHz system; Microsensys, Erfurt, Germany) were glued to the dorsal surface of the thorax of the bees. An RFID reader (iID2000, 2k6 HEAD; Microsensys) was integrated into the tunnel close to the nest entrance. All bees were allowed to leave and enter the nest freely during the experiments. The RFID reader automatically recorded date and time when a tagged worker passed it, as well as the identity of the passing bee. The data were downloaded from the RFID readers every day at different times of the day, except the last 8 d of each block, when the data were downloaded each day when the light filters were changed (see below).

Room temperature was automatically recorded every other minute (block A) or every minute (block B) using a data logger (HOBO U10-00 Temperature Data Logger; Onset Computer, Pocasset, MA, USA). Temperature fluctuated daily between 7°C and 2.0°C (block A) or between 4°C and 1.5°C (block B) (Figure 1).

Light Regimes

Colonies were first kept under a 12 h:12 h light:dark light regime for the first 7 d, followed by 7 d of LL + UV before the observations with rhythmic UV schedules began. These observations lasted 8 d and were carried out in continuous light conditions. UV-light cycles were generated by placing a UV filter (Arri 226; Munich, Germany) on the foraging arenas of colonies A2 and B2 for 12 h each day (colony A2: from 09:00 to 21:00; colony B2: from 10:00 to 22:00). To control for the possibility that raised levels of subtle mechanosensory cues resulting from researchers’ activities in adjacent rooms during the day might be responsible for any observed rhythmicity in the foraging behavior of the bees, the foraging arenas of colonies A3 and B3 were shielded from UV during the opposite time periods (colony A3: from 21:00 to 09:00; colony B3: from 22:00 to 10:00). The illumination of the foraging arena of the third colony in each block (A1 and B1, respectively) was not manipulated (i.e., constant) to control for any effects resulting from the observer entering the experimental room for applying the light filters and downloading the RFID data. To ensure that the four colonies exposed to UV cycles only received UV light while foraging in the arena, UV light was blocked from reaching the nest boxes and connection tubes by shielding them with UV filters around the clock.

Data Analysis of RFID-Tagged Bees

The level of colony activity was analyzed in 60-min bins. The resolution on the individual forager level was chosen as 1 min, i.e. for each hour the number of minutes in which a given tagged bee passed the reader at least once was counted and used as level of activity within that hour. The raw data downloaded from the RFID readers were processed accordingly, using macros (Virtual Basic for Applications [VBA]) developed by the authors in Microsoft Excel. The processed data were then used for the circadian analysis on both the colony and the individual level in MATLAB (version R2007a; The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), using existing functions for Drosophila (Landskron et al., 2009; Levine et al., 2002a), which were adjusted to enable processing of the bumblebee data. The actual algorithms for the circadian analysis were not changed. Only bees that were active during at least six consecutive days during the UV observations were considered for the analysis. Actograms and daily average histograms were plotted in MATLAB. The free-running periods were calculated by autocorrelation analysis performed in MATLAB (Levine et al., 2002b). This function also determines the statistical
significance of the period values (and thereby that of overall rhythmicity) indicated by the RI (rhythmicity index). The RI value reflects the height of the third peak of the autocorrelogram and if RI is greater than the 95% confidence interval, the period value detected by autocorrelation is significant. The RS (rhythmicity statistics) value used in the current study is obtained from the ratio of RI value to the 95% confidence line and bees with an RS value of ≥1 were considered rhythmic and used for the circadian analysis on the colony level (Levine et al., 2002a, 2002b).

Monitoring Colony-Level Foraging Activity With IR Light Barriers
A second experiment with a further four colonies (C, D, E, and F) was performed to ensure the following: that (a) temperature could not be a factor in entrainment; (b) UV intensity rather than overall light intensity was the crucial factor in determining diel patterns; and (c) any rhythmicity observed in the experiments above was indeed an effect of entrainment of the circadian clock to UV light and not by a direct effect of the light changes (masking). In these experiments, overall colony foraging activity was measured by a battery-powered IR light barrier placed in the entrance/exit tunnel that linked the nest box with the foraging arena. This was connected to a Hobo U11-001 3 State/1 Event Data Logger (Measurement Systems, Newbury, UK). These bee counters were provided courtesy of Remco Huermann of Koppert Biological Systems (xx, xx). Experiments were performed in a temperature-controlled room and to ensure that temperature was indeed stable, we performed measurements every 5 min over a period of 5 d, using a Tinytag TG-4080 temperature logger (Gemini Data Loggers, Chichester, UK). The average temperature was 21.75°C (minimum 21.62°C; maximum 21.86°C; so the maximal variation in the room was negligible at .24°C). To minimize any form of mechanical stimulation, these colonies were provided with ad libitum food quantities that never needed topping up during the entire experiment. We placed a 2.5-L container of carbohydrate solution into each foraging arena (these containers come with the bee colonies as provided by Syngenta Bioline Bees). Pollen provisions were prepared by mixing frozen pollen with just enough honey to generate a highly viscous paste; 100 mL of this paste were provided directly into the colony before experiments began.

Colonies were placed in LL+UV conditions for 1 wk before experiments began. Their activity was subsequently monitored for another 7 d under permanent LL+UV conditions. As in the RFID experiment above, illumination was provided by one Activa daylight fluorescent tube and one UV blacklight fluorescent tube. So that intensity could be controlled separately for the daylight tube, both lights were placed in separate fittings. During LL+UV conditions, a Rosco 3403 (Sun N6) neutral density filter was placed immediately beneath the daylight tube fitting. This filter transmits less than 25% of all incident light over the entire bee visual spectrum; it was used to attenuate the intensity of the daylight tube, and thus to ensure that overall light intensity in UV+ conditions was not higher than in UV− conditions. On the eighth day (“transition day”), at 21:00, a UV filter (Arri 226) was placed on top of each flight arena, and the neutral density filter in front of the daylight tube was removed. From then on for 7 d, UV+ conditions were established at 9:00, and UV− conditions were established at 21:00. On day 8 (the second “transition day”), LL+UV conditions were reestablished at 9:00, and these conditions were then retained for another full week, to explore the possibility that any rhythmicity in the previous week might have been generated by masking. Data were collected in 60-min bins and actograms for each colony were plotted using the ActogramJ plug-in for ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) after normalization for variable colony size (Schmid et al., 2011). Period values (τ) and rhythmicity were also calculated in ActogramJ using χ² analysis.

RESULTS
Observation and Analysis of Colony Behavior Using RFID
Out of approximately 500 workers that were tagged in total, the data of 245 bees met the criteria for being included in the analysis of the UV observations (see Table 1 and Materials and Methods for more detail). The proportions of rhythmic bees in each colony varied from 36.4% to 84.4% during the different conditions (Table 1). Plotting the average activity of all rhythmic bees (% rhythmic bees), and the mean period (τ ± SEM) of all rhythmic bees (mean ± SEM).
individuals from each colony as actograms revealed that the nonmanipulated control colonies (A1 and B1) showed no temporally organized activity peaks (Figure 2), consistent with different free-running periods and activity phases of individual bees under constant lighting conditions (LL). In contrast, all four colonies that were exposed to daily variations in UV light exhibited temporally organized activity with peaks occurring during UV exposure (Figure 2). In one of the colonies (A3), the daily rhythms were less strongly pronounced, although even in that colony, activity was higher during intervals with access to UV light (Figures 2, 3), and an individual-level analysis (see below) clearly shows the effects of daily cycles of UV illumination also in this colony. These results suggest that the daily 12-h exposure to UV light indeed synchronizes activity of bumblebees.

To better visualize the colony behavior during the exposure to UV cycles, we also calculated and plotted the average activity for this part of the experiment only (Figure 3; each histogram shows the average daily colony activity during the 7 d the bees were exposed to UV light intensity cycles). As expected, behavioral activity of the control colonies A1 and B1, which were constantly exposed to UV light, did not show any discernible activity peaks (Figure 3). In contrast, all colonies exposed to daily variation in UV light showed higher activity levels during the time they were exposed to UV light. Moreover, they started to increase their activity levels 1–2 h before UV exposure (Figure 3). In *Drosophila* and other organisms, this type of behavior is known as “anticipation” and serves as a clear indication for an underlying synchronization of the circadian clock (e.g., (Hamblen-Coyle et al., 1992)).

**Clock-Controlled Foraging Activity of Bumblebees Is Synchronized by UV-Light Cycles**

The results obtained with RFID-tagged bees showed that foraging activity was synchronized to the daily UV cycles and the anticipatory activity onsets before UV exposure.
suggested that the circadian clock driving this behavior was also synchronized by UV light. To confirm clock synchronization by UV-light cycles, we performed a second set of experiments, in which the four bumblebee colonies were analyzed in constant conditions after being exposed to UV cycles. In this experiment, bees were not individually tagged and foraging activity of worker bees was measured by placing an IR light detector between the nest and foraging arena (see Material and Methods). Bumblebees were first exposed to 7 d of LL in the continuous presence of UV light. Three of four colonies (C, E, and F) were arrhythmic (Figure 4) during the initial LL phase as one might expect. Surprisingly, one colony (D) showed significant rhythmic activity ($\tau = 22$ h) during 3 d in the middle of the initial LL exposure (periods and rhythmicity were determined by $\chi^2$ periodogram analysis, $p < .05$), presumably as a result of an aftereffect of LD exposure before the colony arrived in the laboratory. However, even this colony behaved arrhythmic on the 2 d before entering the UV cycles, showing that by the beginning of UV cycles, none of the colonies retained any rhythmicity. Similar to the results shown for RFID experiments (Figure 2), all four colonies synchronized their activity to the UV cycles ($\tau = 24$ h for colonies C, E, and F and 23 h for colony B), being mainly active during the 12 h of UV light exposure. In the final part of the experiment, colonies were again exposed to LL in the constant presence of UV light. If the circadian clock in individual bees was synchronized by the rhythmic exposure to UV light, we should be able to observe synchronized activity at the colony level at least for a limited amount of time (before the different individual free-running periods obscure these rhythms). Alternatively, if the observed rhythmicity during the UV-cycle exposure is directly driven by these cycles—bypassing the circadian clock (masking), we should expect arrhythmic behavior at the colony level immediately after transfer to constant conditions, because the circadian clocks of individual bees would not be synchronized. All four colonies exhibited clear rhythmicity upon transfer to constant conditions and varied only in the time they stayed synchronized (colony C for 7 d, $\tau = 23$ h; colony D for 4–5 d, $\tau = 24$ h; colonies E and F for 3 d, $\tau = 23$ and 24 h, respectively; Figure 4). We therefore conclude that the circadian clock in individual forager bees must have been synchronized during (and by) the exposure to UV cycles.

Analysis of Colony Subgroups and Individual Bees (RFID-Monitored Colonies)

Although the colony-level analysis showed that UV light is able to synchronize bumblebee behavioral rhythms, one of the colonies (A3) showed less pronounced rhythmic behavior. A possible explanation for this variation between colonies could be that not all bees within each colony are synchronized by daily fluctuations in UV light alone; in other words, cycles of UV light could represent a weaker zeitgeber compared with full-spectrum LD cycles. Since colony-level analyses "average out" variation of individual rhythmicity, we also attempted to evaluate the number of individuals that synchronized to UV-light variation by comparing their period length under free-running and UV-cycling conditions using our RFID-tagged bees. If the endogenous free-running period ($\tau$) of an individual is shorter or longer than 24 h, upon transfer to UV cycles it will either keep this period if it does not synchronize to the UV cycle, or adjust its period to that of the UV cycle ($\tau = 24$ h) in case it does synchronize. Since most bees show a short period under free-running conditions (Stelzer et al., 2010b), we should be able to judge if synchronization occurs by determining the period values during the UV.

**FIGURE 4.** Colony behavior in constant light in the absence or presence of UV cycles. Double plotted average actograms of 4 colonies tested in LL followed by LL + UV cycles and final release into constant conditions (LL). Yellow shading: LL without UV cycles; no shading: LL + UV cycles as indicated by the environmental bar above each actogram (blue: UV light on; black: UV light off). Red arrows indicate when the UV filters were initially applied and removed for good, respectively. Note that all four colonies display synchronized activity rhythms during UV cycles and at least for 2–3 d in the subsequent constant conditions. Colonies were tested in two sequential blocks (C with D and E with F) in a temperature-controlled room. Period values and rhythmicity during constant and UV-cycle conditions were determined using $\chi^2$ periodogram analysis ($p < .05$).
cycle. For this, we divided each colony into three groups based on their period length during free-running conditions: (i) \( \tau < 23.5 \) h; (ii) \( 23.5 \) h \( \leq \tau < 24.5 \) h; (iii) \( \tau > 24.5 \) h (Table 2). Strikingly, in all colonies exposed to UV cycles (A2, B2, A3, B3), the percentage of individual bees with periods close to 24 h (ii) doubled (A colonies) or almost doubled (B colonies) during exposure to UV cycles compared with free-running conditions, whereas the percentage of short-period bees dropped (Table 2). This was not the case for colonies A1 and B1, which after initial LD entrainment were kept in constant conditions throughout the experiment, and in fact showed the opposite trend (Table 2). From this analysis we conclude that at least a subgroup of bees within each of the UV-cycle-exposed colonies synchronized their behavior to UV light.

Based on these data we should be able to identify individual bees that during the course of the experiment show a visible change of their behavioral period upon transfer from free-running to UV-cycling conditions. This was indeed the case, and Figure 5 shows examples of individuals exhibiting this alteration of period length (bees that synchronize; Figure 5B-D) compared with control bees that keep their free-running period (Figure 5A). Inspection of all individual actograms revealed that only 5 of the 125 bees of the A1 and B1 colonies showed a spontaneous dramatic change of their free-running period during the constant light condition, indicating that most of the bees showing period alterations upon transfer to UV cycles indeed synchronized to these cycles.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of this study show that daily cycles in UV radiation are able to entrain the circadian clocks of bumblebees. Even though there was some variation in rhythmicity between the eight colonies exposed to UV cycles, in all colonies most of the activity occurred when UV light was present, and the analysis of subgroups and individuals of a subset of these colonies clearly indicate entrainment by UV cycles (Table 2, Figure 5). Moreover, since the two nonmanipulated control colonies (A1 and B2) showed no signs of synchronization at the colony or individual level, it is clear that neither any disturbances from adjacent rooms during the day nor entering the experimental room at certain times was responsible for the activity patterns found in the four UV-cycle-exposed colonies. We also ruled out that direct effects of UV light (masking) were responsible for the observed rhythmic behavior during UV cycles, because synchronized behavior at the colony level continued for several days in constant conditions after exposure to UV-light cycles (Figure 4). In a previous study, we had analyzed the interrelationship between colony and individual rhythms (Stelzer et al., 2010b). It was shown that after the transition from LD to LL, individuals show free-running rhythms with varying periods, which means that at the colony level, rhythms persist for a few days, and then deteriorate because individual variation in rhythmic activities becomes too pronounced to be detectable at the colony level. This means that colony-level activity can be used as a proxy to show entrainment during LD by evaluating the pattern of subsequent disintegration of colony-level rhythmicity under LL conditions.

Based on the entrainment achieved in colonies covered with UV filters at opposite times (A versus B colonies), the nonentrainment of the controls (A1 and B1 colonies), and the tight temperature control in the IR experiment (colonies C, D, E, and F), it is also ruled out that small room temperature fluctuations during the RFID experiments (Figure 1) resulted in colony entrainment. Moreover, a close relative of the bumblebee, the honeybee, requires temperature cycles with amplitudes of \( \sim 10^\circ\text{C} \) (Moore & Rankin, 1993) for behavioral synchronization, which is clearly above the temperature variations in the current study (Figure 1). It is likely, however, that other factors in addition to UV-light cycles influence the behavioral diurnal rhythms in nature and that they synergistically contribute to entrainment (Moore & Rankin, 1993).

**TABLE 2. Distribution and alterations of period length (\( \tau \)) values during the different experimental conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colony</th>
<th>( \tau )</th>
<th>LL (n = 63)</th>
<th>LL2 (n = 33)</th>
<th>Colony</th>
<th>( \tau )</th>
<th>LL (n = 21)</th>
<th>LL2 (n = 20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>( \tau &lt; 23.5 )</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>78.8%</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>( \tau &lt; 23.5 )</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.5 ( \leq \tau &lt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.5 ( \leq \tau &lt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \tau &gt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \tau &gt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>( \tau &lt; 23.5 )</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>( \tau &lt; 23.5 )</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.5 ( \leq \tau &lt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.5 ( \leq \tau &lt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>55.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \tau &gt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \tau &gt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>( \tau &lt; 23.5 )</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>( \tau &lt; 23.5 )</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.5 ( \leq \tau &lt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.5 ( \leq \tau &lt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \tau &gt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \tau &gt; 24.5 )</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each colony, bees were classified as having short (<23.5 h), normal (24 ± .5 h), or long (>24.5 h) rhythms. Note that the percentage of bees with normal period increases during the UV cycles (± UV) in all four colonies (A2, A3, B2, B3) exposed to these cycles compared with the preceding free-running (LL) conditions.
FIGURE 5. Exemplary double-plotted actograms of individual workers during the UV cycles and the preceding 7 d of LL, during which UV light was available for 24 h. (A) Worker of one of the non-manipulated colonies (B1) with a short free-running rhythm throughout the observation period. (B) Worker of colony A2, in which UV light was blocked between 21:00 and 09:00 during the UV observations (days 8 to 15), indicated by the shaded areas. This worker showed a short free-running rhythm during the first 7 d in LL, which changed to a 24-h period during the UV + :UV cycle. (C) Worker of colony A3, in which UV light was blocked between 09:00 and 21:00 during the UV observations. After a few days in LL, this bee showed a short free-running rhythm, which also lengthened to 24 h when the UV filter was applied daily. This particular bee was active during the time UV light was blocked (shaded area). (D) Worker of colony B2, which showed unusual arrhythmic behavior in LL, but switched to rhythmic behavior with a 24-h period during UV cycles.

The question whether the synchronized behavior observed in the four UV-cycle-exposed colonies’ activity patterns were exclusively a result of activating the bees’ UV receptors, either extraocular ones or those in the compound eyes, cannot be answered with absolute certainty. The UV filter applied here thoroughly abrogates light with wavelengths below 380 nm (Dyer & Chittka, 2004), leaving no doubt that the bees have been exposed to UV cycles. However, the green- and blue-sensitive opsins, despite having their absorption maxima at longer wavelength, nevertheless also absorb in the UV range (Kevan et al., 2001). In other words, by applying the UV filter we reduced light input to all three photoreceptors and not just the UV receptors. Nevertheless, we can conclude that the alternating absence and presence of UV light was sufficient to synchronize bumblebee behavior.

In conclusion, our results provide strong evidence that UV light is able to synchronize the circadian clock of bumblebees the circadian system of bees through UV channels, consistent with the idea that natural UV cycles contribute to synchronization of bumblebee clocks north of the arctic circle (Stelzer & Chittka, 2010).
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